
LETTER FROM THE 

CHAIRMAN AND CEO 

(fr 
[ The 2019 Financial Year has been 

c:: a disappointing one for Smiles. 

The failure of the original 

implementation of the business 

� model has required wholesale

[ 
- hanges within the Business. This, 

ogether with the continued 

corporate and public disruptions 

saw the management and Board 

© ,.;' oncerned with much more than

� the bedding down of the business 

©
odel and operations - essential 

tasks for the success of a newly 

� 
amalgamated and publicly listed 

business. 

� The Board and Management sincerely

( thank you for your support during this 

[U 
year and are completely focused on

turning the business around. 

We remain committed to the original vision, model and 

targets for the business over the longer term, however, 

the current position means that substantial changes to 

stabilise operations, rebuild the company's balance 

sheet and restore shareholder value, are required. 

These changes involve: 

> Effective and complete integration of the acquired

practices into the business

> Engagement initiatives - normalisation of cooperative

business planning, analysis and performance

management activities with JVPs and Practice Leaders

> Establishment and implementation of standardised

systems and operational processes

> Realising the benefits of scale including increased

efficiencies, purchasing power and enhanced patient

management and experience

> Increasing practice revenues by improving marketing

capability, upskilling providers, improving chair

utilisation and reviewing prices

> Focused, efficient and prudent operating

expenditure - efficient and effective support office; 

removal of cost duplication; elimination of 

uncommercial agreements and contracts 

> Planned investment initiatives - necessary, targeted,

limited practice fit out upgrades, equipment upgrades,

compliance upgrades and maintenance.
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©_� The focus of the business is on the creation of a 
[ ustainable platform to enable continued organic growth 
C:: nd return to acquisition growth when appropriate. 

The Turnaround Plan presented by our CEO Tony 
c::= 7v'lcCormack and adopted by the Board in May 2019,

consists of defined actions to improve revenues, 
reduce cmsts and undertake limited targeted 
investment. (i- -Success in turning around the business is dependent

� upon the continued support of our stakeholders including
�ational Australia Bank as our senior secured lender. 

C 
ecuring sufficient additional funding to support the 

specific actions of the plan, which include a number of 
revenue generation initiatives - reviewing (and where 

(? • Cilppropriate) increasing prices, decreasing whitespace,

� 
(ncreasing provider utilization, upskilling providers and

C::::: -SJdding new chairs - together with targeted cost 
/ri cutting - is essential and expected to occur 
'9 progressively throughout FY20. 

The company successfully completed a first stage 
��nding plan which raised $1.2 million placement, that 
� �eis completed on 21 June 2019. 

At 30 June a second equity raising was being planned, 
and subsequent to balance date, it was resolved to 
proceed with a non-renounceable pro-rota equity 
entitlement l for l rights issue that was completed in 

.,<1>ctober 2019, raising a further $3.3 Million. 

In addition to the additional equity capital, the National 
Australia Bank is working with the Company during the 
turnaround. The terms of our facility are being reviewed 
and at this time and the Company is not aware of any 
impending change of National Australia Bank's position. 

The performance of SIL to date is disappointing, however, 
investors can be assured with the support of our bankers, 
suppliers, JVPs and staff, every effort is being made to 
stabilise, consolidate and turnaround the business in 
FY20 and return it to acceptable levels of performance. 

David Usasz 

Chairman 

Tony McCormack 

CEO 
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